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Note that the UBL TC considers “derivation” to be a subset of “customization,” 
the latter being understood to comprehend extension as well as subsetting.



  

Slide One: Requirements
● Users must be able to include arbitrary content in any document instance in 

order to meet statutory requirements. Note that this is an absolute requirement 
for government procurement

● Schema designers must be able to programatically verify that a candidate 
custom schema is configured such that every document instance validating 
against the customized schema also validates against the base schema from 
which it was derived

● Schema users should be able to programatically generate transformations that 
will adapt any given document instance into an instance to be validated against 
a given customized schema if the recipient so desires

● Code and value validation must be accomplished in a way that removes code 
list customization from the schema customization problem space

● Minor version revisions of a schema must conform to the naming and design 
rules of the schema on which it is based (for example, newly-introduced basic 
business information entities must precede sibling legacy associated business 
information entites in a minor version revision)



  

Slide Two: UBL solutions
● A single extension point in every UBL schema allows the insertion of arbitrary 

well-formed content
● A methodology has been proposed that exhaustively checks every candidate 

customized schema following the UBL NDR to prove that all documents 
validating against that schema will also validate against the base UBL schema

● A methodology has been proposed that automatically generates a filter to 
remove from any instance all constructs for which there is no declaration or 
use in a schema written using the UBL NDR

● The UBL Methodology for Code List and Value Validation removes code list 
customization from the schema customization problem space

● A methodology has been proposed that provides for the specification of a UBL 
minor version revision to an existing UBL schema whereby any introduced 
information item at any level of minor version can be identified at its particular 
minor version, where the order of information items follows the UBL NDR, and 
where generated filters can remove any unexpected minor version information 
item, thus providing both forward and backward compatibility in existing 
deployments while the specification of the instances supported evolves with 
time


